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ABSTRACT
Browser APIs are essential to the modern web experience. Due to
their large number and complexity, they vastly expand the attack
surface of browsers. To detect vulnerabilities in these APIs, fuzzers
generate test cases with a large amount of random API invocations.
However, the massive search space formed by arbitrary API combinations hinders their effectiveness: since randomly-picked API
invocations unlikely interfere with each other (i.e., compute on
partially shared data), few interesting API interactions are explored.
Consequently, reducing the search space by revealing inter-API
relations is a major challenge in browser fuzzing.
We propose Minerva, an efficient browser fuzzer for browser
API bug detection. The key idea is to leverage API interference
relations to reduce redundancy and improve coverage. Minerva
consists of two modules: dynamic mod-ref analysis and guided code
generation. Before fuzzing starts, the dynamic mod-ref analysis module builds an API interference graph. It first automatically identifies
individual browser APIs from the browser’s code base. Next, it
instruments the browser to dynamically collect mod-ref relations
between APIs. During fuzzing, the guided code generation module
synthesizes highly-relevant API invocations guided by the mod-ref
relations. We evaluate Minerva on three mainstream browsers,
i.e. Safari, FireFox, and Chromium. Compared to state-of-the-art
fuzzers, Minerva improves edge coverage by 19.63% to 229.62%
and finds 2x to 3x more unique bugs. Minerva has discovered 35
previously-unknown bugs out of which 20 have been fixed with 5
CVEs assigned and acknowledged by browser vendors.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Browser security; Software security
engineering.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Modern browsers export thousands of built-in APIs, allowing web
applications to access and manipulate a browsers’ inner state flexibly, e.g., accessing an element through doc.getElementById(); changing styles through el.setAttribute(). The flexibility of browser APIs,
however, becomes an essential part of the attack surface. An attacker can craft a sequence of API invocations to exploit browser
security bugs, resulting in privacy leakage or even remote code
execution.
While browser vendors focused on discovering bugs [3, 15, 27,
29], less attention has been paid to the security of browser APIs.
For example, conventional fuzzing works are commonly focused
on browser submodules, including third-party libraries [9, 13, 14]
and JavaScript engines [16, 17, 31, 34]; consequently, no browser
APIs are covered. Recent work [35, 44, 53] focuses on fuzzing the
rendering engine of browsers where only a limited set of browser
APIs are carefully tested.
For browser testing, the quality of a test case highly depends
on its browser API invocations: higher interaction between its
API invocations translates to higher coverage. However, thousands
of APIs offer near infinite combinations. Enumerating them all
is infeasible, limiting fuzzer effectiveness. To mitigate it, existing
fuzzers consider only a carefully-selected subset of APIs and use
manually-labeled semantics for assisting their pruning heuristics.
As a result, existing approaches cannot thoroughly explore the
state space behind browser API invocations. First, to reduce the
search space, a number of APIs are considered “meaningless” thus
manually pruned. With incomplete API coverage, bugs hidden in
them will never be discovered. Second, manually-labeled semantics
only identify a small amount of inter-API relationships. For example, the semantics of some existing works [35, 44] annotate SVG
attributes or CSS properties to allow related APIs to establish data
flow at generation time. The annotations heavily rely on domain
knowledge from experts, thus only a few important components
are concerned currently. To our best knowledge, no known testing
approach can scale to the full set of browser APIs.
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To expand the number of tested browser APIs, the vast search
space can be reduced by removing mutually exclusive API combinations. Every API manipulates or accesses a certain part of the
browser’s internal data during its execution, by which an API invocation may interfere with others. Putting two non-interfering
APIs into a test case is unlikely to trigger any interesting behavior
because there is no interaction between them. For example, according to our observation, more than 60% of API invocation pairs in
each test case generated by Domato [44] do not access any common resources, leading to a large number of redundant executions
during the fuzzing campaign. Therefore, it is important to consider
interference between APIs in fuzzing. Once the relations are built,
fuzzers can prune vast unnecessary API combinations and generate
highly-relevant API invocations within a single test case, massively
improving fuzzing performance.
However, it is challenging to capture interference relations and
further facilitate input generation. First, we cannot simply identify
the relations through interface description: an API may influence
another one even though the two APIs are type-independent. For
example, the API Node::appendChild(Node) can impact the API
HTMLInputElement::setSelectionRange(long,long), because
the latter will resize the input element and trigger repainting on this
page, therefore, every element that was appended to the current
page will be checked for reposition during repainting. Hence, the
behaviors of setSelectionRange interfere with by appendChild,
even though they neither belong to the same object nor have any relationship in parameter types. Second, our input generation strategy
should not only consider interference relations but also conform
to semantic correctness. If the concrete parameters do not meet
the API requirement, e.g., type hierarchy or argument count mismatch, then the invocation will be rejected before reaching the
backend logic, which also renders fuzzing inefficient. Therefore,
the generation strategy should ensure both semantic correctness
and relevance to each other.
We propose Minerva for efficient browser API bug detection.
Leveraging API interference relations, Minerva generates APIs
with correct semantics and relevant combinations, producing test
cases higher in coverage and dependent in API. It consists of two
main modules: dynamic mod-ref analysis and guided code generation.
Before fuzzing starts, the dynamic mod-ref analysis module builds
an accurate API interference graph. It first automatically identifies individual browser APIs from a browser’s code base. Next, it
instruments the browser to dynamically collect mod-ref relations
between APIs. In essence, it detects that interface 𝐼𝑖 is impacted by
𝐼 𝑗 if there is a trace where 𝐼𝑖 reads a resource after 𝐼 𝑗 modifies it.
During fuzzing, the guided code generation module synthesizes API
invocation sequences guided by the mod-ref relations. Based on the
relations, it assigns weights to APIs to prioritize the ones that are
highly relevant to the previous invocations at every selection stage.
Besides, it also leverages API specifications to ensure generated
test cases are semantically-correct.
We implement the prototype of Minerva and evaluate its performance on recent versions of three mainstream browsers, i.e. Safari,
FireFox, and Chromium. Compared to state-of-the-art fuzzers, Minerva improves edge coverage by 19.63% to 229.62% and finds 2x
to 3x more unique bugs. In addition, Minerva has discovered 35

previously-unknown bugs on the three browsers; 20 have been
fixed with 5 CVEs assigned so far.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We identify an insufficiency in browser testing practices and
propose a new approach to generate highly relevant API invocations for browser API bug detection. Our approach leverages
mod-ref relations between APIs, so that the generated test cases
are higher in coverage and less redundant in semantics.
• We design and implement Minerva. It consists of (1) a dynamic
mod-ref analysis module to collect APIs’ memory access information, and (2) a code generation module that uses API mod-ref
relations for highly-relevant API invocations synthesis. The tool
will be available at https://github.com/ChijinZ/Minerva.
• We evaluate Minerva on Safari, Firefox, and Chromium. Minerva achieved higher coverage and triggered more unique bugs
than the state-of-the-art fuzzers. It has detected 35 previouslyunknown bugs where 5 CVEs were assigned so far.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Browser API and Interface Description
Modern web browsers provide thousands of built-in browser APIs
(a.k.a Web APIs) to support complex operations for manipulating
or accessing browsers’ inner state, allowing developers to build
all kinds of web applications. Figure 1 demonstrates how browser
APIs are used in real-world scenarios. When an API is invoked,
the JavaScript engine first parses the statement and dispatches the
invocation to the corresponding binding code. Then the binding
code translates data representations between JavaScript and native
code (mostly C/C++), and finally invokes backend functions for
manipulating or accessing the browser’s inner states.
Interface descriptions are necessary for developers to write API
invocations. Generally, every browser has its own interface description in its code base. The description is in WebIDL [46] format and
contains every API declaration, including interface name and type
properties of its object, return value, and parameters.

2.2

Browser Fuzzing

As one of the most complicated applications, browsers naturally
become an attractive target to security researchers and attackers.
Fuzzing browser’s sub-components such as third-party libraries [13,
14] and JavaScript engines [16, 17, 31, 34] gained significant traction

Interface
Description

Web
Developers

<script>
// API invocations
</script>

HTML File

JavaScript
Engine

Binding
Code

DOM
CSSOM
WebGL
Storage
Media
...

Browser

Backend

Figure 1: Demonstration of browser API usage. Browser API is
exported by browsers for manipulating or accessing browser
backend.
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Test Case

Implicit
Interference

Redundant
Relation

1 . <html>
2 . <script>
3 . function fuzz() {
4 . var doc = document;
5 . doc.write("foo");
6 . var svg = doc.
7 .
createElementNS("..", "svg");
8 . var body = doc.body;
9 . body.appendChild(svg);
10. svg.forceRedraw();
11. svg.zoomAndPan = 5;
12. svg.setCurrentTime(100);
13. var f = svg.getCurrentTime();
14. svg.currentScale = f;
15. }
16. </script>
17. <body onload="fuzz()"></body>
18. </html>

Interface Description

...
5 . void Document::write(DOMString)

...
9 . Node HTMLElement::appendChild(Node)
10. void SVGSVGElement::forceRedraw()
11. short SVGSVGElement::zoomAndPan
12. void SVGSVGElement::setCurrentTime(float)
13. float SVGSVGElement::getCurrentTime()
14. float SVGSVGElement::currentScale

...

(a) A test case and its corresponding interface descriptions
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Backend of Document::write

Backend of SVGSVGElement::currentScale setter

jsDocumentPrototypeFunction_write(...) {
setJSSVGSVGElement_currentScale(...) {
RenderElement::detachRendererInternal(...) { RenderElement::setStyle(...) {
...
...
parent->m_firstChild = nextSibling;
for (auto& child :
childrenOfType<RenderText>(*this))
}
memory location 1
child.styleDidChange(diff, &oldStyle);
}
}
SVGElement::isOutermostSVGSVGElement() {
Backend of HTMLElement::appendChild
...
jsNodePrototypeFunction_appendChild(...) {
if (!m_parentNode)
Node::setParentNode(...) {
return true;
...
...
m_parentNode = parent;
}
}
memory location 2
}
}

(b) Memory access interference hidden in browser’s backend logic

Figure 2: An example for implicit interference relation on WebKit. The logic of SVGSVGElement::currentScale is interfered
with by Document::write and HTMLElement::appendChild, although they seem irrelevant from interface description view.
in academic research as well as in industry. Nevertheless, less attention has been paid to whole browser fuzzing. The lack of end-to-end
fuzzing prohibits finding some vulnerabilities [45].
A common approach of industrial whole browser fuzzers [35,
36, 44] is to take static grammars that describe API specifications
and semantics to generate HTML test cases. For each test case
generation instance, they iteratively select a rule from the static
grammars to instantiate, and generate helper code for it to avoid
syntactic or semantic errors in the meanwhile. In addition to the conventional approach, FreeDom [53], a state-of-the-art DOM fuzzer,
improves fuzzing effectiveness by classifying browser APIs into various fuzzing operations on the basis of their functionalities. Based
on that, it designs several generation and mutation strategies for
maintaining context information. Recently, Favocado [10] is proposed for finding vulnerabilities in binding code. It extracts all API
specifications of each browser, and tries to leverage the type property of APIs to generate test cases that trigger fewer syntactic and
semantic errors.

3

MOTIVATION

The dilemma of existing browser fuzzers is that their effectiveness
cannot be guaranteed once the test surface is increased. On the one
hand, fuzzing is incomplete without considering the full list of
APIs. Those pre-pruned APIs may contain bugs while the fuzzers
will never find them. On the other hand, if the full list of APIs is
considered, it is inevitable to lead to inefficient test cases because
of the huge search space.
One potential solution is to consider interference relations between
APIs during fuzzing. Every API manipulates or accesses a certain
part of the browser’s internal state during its execution. An API
execution may interfere with the ones of other APIs by modifying
common internal data. Orthogonally, an API is irrelevant to another
one if there is no possibility for them to access shared data. Putting
two irrelevant APIs into a test case will not trigger any interesting
behavior because there is no interaction between them. Therefore, it
is important for fuzzing to consider interference relations between
APIs. Once the interference relations are available, fuzzers can
exclude vast unnecessary API combinations and only generate

highly-relevant API invocations within a single test case, largely
improving fuzzing performance.
We observed that the interference relation is generally hidden behind the browser’s backend instead of exposed by interface description, making the collection of it challenging. We define implicit
interference as the relation between two APIs that are irrelevant
at the interface description level but have interference relation during execution. Figure 2a presents a representative test case. The test
case includes a sequence of API invocations for appending a SVG element to the current document’s body (Line 8-9) and manipulating
the internal data of this SVG element (Line 10-14). In this example,
we focus on the last API invocation, i.e. setting currentScale of a
SVG element to a floating-point value, and investigate which statement interferes with it. We notice that it is possible that two APIs
have interference relations even though they are irrelevant from the
interface description view. For example, the logic of the last invocation largely depends on the doc.write and body.appendChild
invocations. Figure 2b is the proof of memory access interference
between them. When executing the last invocation, the browser
first delegates the execution to the corresponding backend function
setJSSVGSVGElement_currentScale. The backend function is responsible to set the currentScale property of the SVG object and
repaint the page if necessary. During its repainting, the SVG object
checks the style of each RenderText child node of its parent node to
know which rendering objects need to be repainted. In this process,
the backend function reads memory location 2 for checking if the
parent node exists (in the isOutermostSVGSVGElement function),
and also reads memory location 1 for accessing child nodes of parent node (in the setStyle function). The two memory locations are
modified by the doc.write and body.appendChild invocations.
The doc.write invocation adds a node to the current document,
during which it modifies the m_firstChild variable on memory
location 1. On the other hand, the body.appendChild invocation
modifies the parent node of the SVG object on memory location 2.
These implicit interference relations are ignored by existing works.
Besides the implicit interference missed in test cases, we also
found that redundant relation widely exists in test cases. We define
redundant relation as the relation between two APIs that are
only relevant at the interface description level but never interfere
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Figure 3: The overall design of Minerva. During the preparation phase, Minerva performs dynamic mod-ref analysis by
executing workload inputs and analyzing memory access of each API, and then builds an API interference graph. During the
fuzzing phase, guided by the graph, Minerva prioritizes APIs with high relevance to the previously selected ones in every
selection stage, and meanwhile preserves semantic correctness when test case synthesis.
with each other’s state during execution. In Figure 2a, among all
the statements above the last invocation, those SVG operations
(Line 10-13) are likely to interfere with it because they are manipulating the same SVG object. Counterintuitively, every execution of those operations did not affect the execution of setting
the currentScale. For example, the setCurrentTime invocation
only manipulates the time-related variables of the SVG object in
the browser’s backend logic, which is isolated to all the memory
accesses of the currentScale execution. Even though the return
value of getCurrentTime is used to set the currentScale, there is
still no interference between them from memory access perspective.
Putting independent APIs together absolutely makes the generated
test case redundant and reduces fuzzing effectiveness.
In summary, we observe that redundant relation and implicit interference are widely present in API combinations while existing work
does not take them into account. The absence of considering API relations damages fuzzing effectiveness because putting non-interfering
APIs into a test case will not trigger any interesting behavior. This
motivates us to design an automatic browser fuzzing technique that
reveals interference relations between browser APIs and facilitate
high-quality input generation for more efficient bug detection.

4

DESIGN

Our browser API fuzzer Minerva infers API relations for effective
input generation. As shown in Figure 3, Minerva consists of two
main modules: a dynamic mod-ref analysis to build an accurate
API interference graph and a guided code generation for generating higher-coverage and API-dependent test cases. (1) During the
preparation phase, the dynamic mod-ref analysis performs instrumentation on the target browser and then visits some websites or
generated test cases for trace collection. After that, it analyzes the
collected traces and API specifications to build a directed graph
𝐺 = (𝑁 , 𝐸), where 𝑁 is the set of APIs and 𝐸 = {(𝑢, 𝑣)|𝑢, 𝑣 ∈ 𝑁 ∧𝑢 ≠
𝑣 ∧ ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑅𝑒 𝑓 (𝑢, 𝑣)}. Each edge denotes that its source node API
interferes with the target node API. Next, Minerva leverages the
interference graph to generate test cases. (2) During the fuzzing
phase, for each test case generation, the guided code generation
iteratively selects an API to instantiate and meanwhile generates
a series of helper code for satisfying the semantic dependencies
of this API. It maintains a choice model on the basis of the interference graph so that in every selection stage its algorithm will
prioritize APIs with high relevance to the previously selected ones.

Besides the API selection, it also adopts a custom synthesis strategy
to ensure the generated helper codes are semantically-correct.
The advantage of Minerva over the state-of-the-art counterparts is that Minerva generates less-redundant test cases without
extra manual effort. That brings two major benefits. First, Minerva
can test the full list of APIs instead of a manually-selected subset.
Existing fuzzers avoid considering all APIs because of the huge
search space formed by API combinations. By contrast, Minerva
leverages interference relation to automatically reduce the search
space, making the full APIs fuzzing viable. Second, Minerva is able
to generate high-quality test cases. Even though existing fuzzers
integrate human knowledge to label semantic information, the test
cases they generated still contain many redundant API invocations.
The API invocations of each test case generated by Minerva, on
the other hand, are highly relevant to each other thanks to the
interference relations guidance.

4.1

Dynamic Mod-Ref Analysis

The goal of dynamic mod-ref analysis is to build an API interference graph to facilitate high-quality code generation. Each node of
the graph refers to an API, and each edge denotes that its source
node API interferes with its target node. We define the interference
relation used in Minerva as follows:
Definition 4.1. Interference Relation. An API 𝐼𝑖 interferes with
another API 𝐼 𝑗 if the invocation of 𝐼𝑖 modifies a memory location
that is used by the invocation of 𝐼 𝑗 , i.e., part of the state of 𝐼 𝑗 .
To build the graph, we must first collect all API specifications
from each browser to form the nodes, and then collect traces of
browser’s executions to construct the interference edges. Three
sub-components are responsible for this task: (1) the API Collection
component for converting WebIDL files collected each browser to a
context-free grammar; (2) the Mod-Ref Instrumentation component
for instrumenting every modification/reference memory location
of browser’s memory objects; (3) the Trace Analysis component for
building the API interference graph by analyzing traces.
API Collection. Minerva relies on an initial API specification.
First, Minerva requires all APIs to form the node set of the interference graph. Besides, although API specification does not reveal implicit relations between APIs, its type property information allows
Minerva to preserve semantic correctness during input generation.
Therefore, the specification is required to keep the same semantic
information with the corresponding API’s declaration, meanwhile
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interface Document {
...
attribute DOMString title;
readonly attribute HTMLCollection images;
NodeList getElementsByName
(DOMString elementName);
...
}

...
<DOMString> = <Document>.title
<Document>.title = <DOMString>
<HTMLCollection> = <Document>.images
<NodeList> = <Document>.
getElementsByName(<DOMString>)
...

Figure 4: An example of conversion from WebIDL files to
the custom context-free grammar. The conversion preserves
original semantic information. The ones in angle brackets
are non-terminal symbols.
needs to be easily integrated with input generation. To meet this
end, Minerva collects WebIDL files from the code base of the target browser and then converts them to a simplified context-free
grammar (CFG), which will be used to assist code generation later.
Figure 4 illustrates the general idea of the conversion. The code in
the left rectangle is in a format of WebIDL [46], which is similar to
header files in C/C++ and describes interfaces that are intended to
be implemented in web browsers. The code in the right rectangle is
a custom CFG. Each line of the CFG is a production rule in which
the right-side non-terminal symbols can be expanded recursively. A
non-terminal symbol is regarded as a placeholder for a variable of
the corresponding type when code generation. When dealing with
interface of WebIDL, Minerva follows the following principles
to make the conversion:
• For each read/write member variable, the conversion generates
two production rules, one for getting its value, another for setting
a value to it.
• For each read-only member variable, the conversion generates a
production rule for getting its value.
• For each member function, the conversion generates a production
rule in which the left-side non-terminal symbol is the function’s
return type, and the right-side is a concatenation of object type
name, function name and parameter type names.
Mod-Ref Instrumentation. During this stage, Minerva performs instrumentation to a browser. The goal of this instrumentation is to monitor memory operations, i.e., store and load, of each
API during execution, and reveal implicit interference relations
between APIs. However, it is challenging because instrumenting
the browser on all memory access locations results in unacceptable overhead. During testing, we observed over 10x slowdown
and unaffordable overhead in memory for each execution when
tracing all memory operations. To mitigate the overhead, we design a custom instrumentation strategy based on two observations:
(1) There are many background threads that are responsible for
input-irrelevant tasks, e.g. communication to other processes. The
behaviors of background threads thus are irrelevant to the browser
API execution. (2) Only memory objects that are shared between
APIs should be considered. The memory operations of local variables are unnecessary to track because it will never interfere with
other APIs.
To meet this end, we perform dataflow analysis to trace the memory operations in which the operator pointer flows from the shared
memory objects. We model program’s memory behaviors in the
same way as Andersen’s pointer analysis [2] does, i.e., categorizing
pointer operations into four types: address-of (p=&o), copy (q=p),
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load (q=*p) and store (*p=q). To enable field-sensitive analysis, we
also consider offsets (q=p.x). The pseudocode for instrumentation
is described in Algorithm 1. Before performing instrumentation,
Minerva obtains all functions that can be reached from API entries (Line 3). There are a lot of functions irrelevant to input in the
browser and thus unreachable from API entries. Such functions
should be excluded from our analysis. Next, it performs dataflow
analysis to trace memory operations of each concerned memory object (Line 4-8). Note that Minerva only traces the memory objects
that can be shared between APIs. Local memory objects are thus
excluded. During the dataflow analysis, Minerva recursively traces
all pointer operations related to the current memory object. If a
pointer operation loads from/store to the current object, it will be
regarded as a reference/modification instrumentation point (Line
13-15). If an object is offset or copied from the current object, Minerva will recursively trace its dataflow (Line 16-18). If an object
takes the address of the current object, then Minerva will find
every load-site of this object and recursively traces its point-to
object’s dataflow (Line 19-23). In this way, Minerva can instrument
all memory locations flowed from concerned memory objects.
Trace Analysis. After instrumentation, a browser is prepared to
execute workload inputs for trace collection. Every trace contains
memory access information of its API invocations, including the API
invocation sequence and a set of modification/reference addresses
for each invocation.
Figure 5 gives a step by step example of revealing implicit relation between APIs for building the API interference graph. First,
various workload inputs, e.g., off-the-shelf websites or generated
test cases, are executed by an instrumented browser. During every execution, a trace that contains memory access information
of its API invocations is emitted. For workload input 1, we can
see that the address 0x7f5dde2ea798 is modified by the 12th API
invocation and used by the 27th API invocation. At the same
time, the memory access sizes of them are both 64, which means
that both APIs most likely access the same object. This is a proof
that the 12th invocation interferes with the 27th. Therefore, we

Algorithm 1: Mod-Ref instrumentation algorithm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Input
: Program 𝑃 and a set of APIs 𝐼
Output
: Instrumented program 𝑄
Function ModRefInstrumentation(𝑃 ):
𝑄 = 𝑃 .copy()
𝐹 = getAPIsReachableFuncs(𝑄 , 𝐼 )
foreach function 𝑓 in 𝐹 do
foreach memory object 𝑜𝑏 𝑗 in 𝑓 do
instrumentWithDataflow(𝑜𝑏 𝑗 , 𝑄 )
end
end
return 𝑄
Function instrumentWithDataflow(𝑜𝑏 𝑗 , 𝑄 ):
if visited(𝑜𝑏 𝑗 ) then
return
foreach load or store instruction 𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡 uses 𝑜𝑏 𝑗 do
𝑄 .instrumentOn(𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡 )
end
foreach object x is offset or copied from 𝑜𝑏 𝑗 do
instrumentWithDataflow(𝑥 , 𝑄 )
end
foreach object x takes address of 𝑜𝑏 𝑗 do
foreach object 𝑦 loaded from 𝑥 do
instrumentWithDataflow(𝑦 , 𝑄 )
end
end
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Workload Input 2

...
12. document.write("...");
...
27. svg.currentScale = 5;
...

Algorithm 2: Test case generation with weighted selection

...
32. body.appendChild("...");
...
66. svg.currentScale = 1;
...

...

1
2

3

Dynamic
Execution

12

...
...
...

Trace 1

Trace 2

...

...

...
...
...

store to
0x7f5dde2ea798

64

32

...
...
...

66

...
...
...

...

27

...
...
...

4

...
...
...

store to
0x7f5dde2d2b18

64

...

...
...
...

load from
0x7f5dde2ea798

64

...

...
...
...

load from
0x7f5dde2d2b18
0x7f5dde2ea798

64

5
6

...

7
8
9
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Input
: API interference graph 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ
Output
: Invocation list 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡
Function generateTestCase(𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ ):
𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 ← []
// model for weighted API selection
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 = initialization()
// context for storing created variables
ctx = initialization()
while List.size() < MAXLINE do
𝑁 𝑜𝑑𝑒 = weightedSelection(𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 , 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ )
// synthesize the invocation and helper code
𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 = synthesizeInvocations(𝑁 𝑜𝑑𝑒 , 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ , 𝑐𝑡𝑥 )
updateWeights(𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 , 𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 , 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ )
𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 .append(𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 )
end
return 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡
Function updateWeights(𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 , 𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 , 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ ):
foreach invoked API I in Code do
foreach sink node s in 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ [I] do
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 .weights[𝑠 ] += 1
end
end

I1: <Document>.write(<DOMString>)
I2: <SVGSVGElement>.currentScale = <float>
I3: <new Node> = <Node>.appendChild(<Node>)

Figure 5: An example of building API interference graph. The
instrumented browser executes workload inputs and records
corresponding traces. The trace analysis adds an edge to the
graph once there is a mod-ref pair in the traces.
can add an edge from the <Document>.write(<DOMString>) node
to the <SVGSVGElement>.currentScale=<float> node. Then the
second workload input is processed in the same way. New edges are
added to the graph as they are discovered, continously revealing
new implicit interface relations.

4.2

Guided Input Generation

The API interference graph can facilitate effective code generation
in many ways. First, nodes of the graph include all API declarations,
which can help Minerva not only cover all possible APIs but also
combine them in a semantically-correct way. Second, edges of the
graph indicate that an API can interfere with another one. Minerva
can use them to generate less-redundant test cases.
The key idea of Minerva is to prioritize the APIs that are highly
relevant to the previous invocations at every selection stage. To
meet this end, Minerva maintains a choice model for weighted
sampling based on the API interference graph. In addition to API
selection, Minerva has a synthesis component for guaranteeing semantic correctness. Once an API is selected, Minerva instantiates it
with concrete parameters. The synthesis component is responsible
for generating necessary helper invocations in order to make the
concrete parameters semantically-correct during the instantiation.
Benefiting from weighted API selection and semantics aware synthesis, Minerva can generate test cases that are likely to trigger
deep logic behind interaction of browser’s APIs.
Weighted API Selection. The goal of our selection strategy
is to reduce the redundancy in test cases. Besides, it should also
avoid introducing much extra overhead because low throughput
damages fuzzing effectiveness. Therefore, we adopt weighted random sampling [11], a light-weight but effective approach, to meet
this end. Our intuition is that, when 𝑛 API invocations have been

synthesized, there should be a higher probability to select those
APIs that can be interfered with by the 𝑛 previous invocations. In
this way, the invocations in a generated test case are likely to be
influenced by each other.
Algorithm 2 shows how the selection algorithm works when
generating test cases. During the process, Minerva maintains a
choice model for API selection (Line 3). This model tracks a weight
value (initialized to 1) for every API. When generating a test case,
Minerva iteratively selects an API based on the weights, synthesizes invocations of this API and updates weights according to
synthesized invocations (Line 5-10). The synthesizeInvocations
function is used to synthesize invocations as well as helper code for
semantic correctness. We will detail it later. The updateWeights
function is used to update weights for relevant APIs. During the updating, for each invoked API in the list of synthesized invocations,
Minerva finds all sink nodes of it in the API interference graph
and then updates their weights (Line 12-17). In the next iteration,
it is likely to select the APIs with high relevance to the previous
invocations because their weights are higher than others.
Semantics Aware Invocation Synthesis. The goal of our invocation synthesis is to synthesize semantically-correct invocations
for a selected API node. Thanks to the rich semantics from nodes
of the interference graph, Minerva can know every API’s type
property, i.e., types of its object, return value, and parameters. Algorithm 3 details the synthesis workflow. Note that Minerva should
not only synthesize an invocation of the selected API, instead, it
should also synthesize helper invocations for providing concrete
parameters for the selected API. For example, if the <Element> =
<Document>.getElementById(<DOMString>) production rule is
selected, the generation component is responsible for looking for
a Document variable and a DOMString variable. If previous invocations have created them, Minerva will be likely to use them to
meet the end. Otherwise, Minerva will invoke some APIs to construct them for guaranteeing semantic correctness. Note that the
synthesizer randomly constructs variables to add more instances
for each type even though they are created before (Line 6).
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Algorithm 3: Semantics aware invocation synthesis
: API Node for instantiation 𝑁 𝑜𝑑𝑒
API interference graph 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ
Context 𝑐𝑡𝑥
Output
: Invocation list 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡
Function synthesizeInvocations(𝑁 𝑜𝑑𝑒 , 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ , 𝑐𝑡𝑥 ):
𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 ← []
𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑁 𝑜𝑑𝑒 .instantiate()
𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐 = 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ .getAPISpec()
foreach nonterminal symbol S of Node do
if ctx.containsVariable(S) and not randomlyDropout() then
// reuse created variable
𝑉 𝑎𝑟 = 𝑐𝑡𝑥 .get(𝑆 )
𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 .add(𝑉 𝑎𝑟 )
else
// generate semantically-correct code
𝑉 𝑎𝑟, 𝐻𝑒𝑙𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 =generateHelperCode(𝑆 , 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐 )
𝑐𝑡𝑥 .update(𝐻𝑒𝑙𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 )
𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 .append(𝐻𝑒𝑙𝑝𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑑𝑒 )
𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 .add(𝑉 𝑎𝑟 )
end
end
𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡 .append(𝐼𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 )
return 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡
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• RQ3: Can Minerva uncover critical bugs in production-level
browsers (Section 6.3)?
Experiment Setup. We perform our evaluation on an AMD
EPYC 7742 CPU (2.25GHz) with 64 cores running Ubuntu 20.04. To
fuzz our browser targets without a connected display, we use X virtual frame buffer (Xvfb)—a common setup in graphical application
testing. All experiments are conducted on the same hardware and
repeated five times, following fuzzing evaluation best practices [21]
and in line with other fuzzing research [25, 34, 51, 56].
Graph Building. To collect the API mod-ref graph for Minerva, we use non-relation-guided Minerva to generate workload
inputs for each mod-ref-instrumented browser for 8 hours. We also
conducted experiments about the impact of different settings to
build graphs, including different time limits and different types
of workload inputs, to fuzzing effectiveness. We will discuss our
results and corresponding settings in Section 6.2. The number of
collected APIs, i.e. nodes of the graph, is 4,630.
Table 1: Features of browser fuzzers using in evaluation.

5

IMPLEMENTATION

As Figure 3 shows, Minerva consists of two main modules: a dynamic mod-ref analysis and a guided code generation.
The dynamic mod-ref analysis includes API collection, mod-ref
instrumentation, and trace analysis. The API collection is implemented with roughly 600 lines of Python code. It uses off-the-shelf
tools [19, 47] to parse WebIDL files to ASTs, and then convert them
to context-free grammar. The mod-ref instrumentation is implemented on the top of LLVM 12 [24] with roughly 700 lines of C++
code. It traces the dataflow of every concerned memory object on
the top of Link Time Optimizations (LTO). The trace analysis is
implemented with roughly 1,900 lines of Rust code. During the
trace analysis, a server is spawned for collecting trace information
from instrumented browsers. When an instrumented browser is
executing a workload input, the runtime of instrumentation tracks
its trace information into a block of shared memory at the same
time. After the browser is closed, the server will collect its trace
and build the API interference graph as algorithm 5 shows. The
guided code generation is implemented with roughly 1,000 lines
of Python code on the top of Domato [44]. The algorithm 2 and
algorithm 3 are implemented as third-party extenions for Domato.
In addition to Minerva, we also implemented a browser fuzzing
framework with roughly 2,000 lines of Python code to automate
mainstream browsers for fuzzing. Its browser automation is based
on Selenium [37]. For fair evaluation, it also includes glue code that
adapts other existing fuzzers to this framework.

6

EVALUATION

We evaluate Minerva on three common browsers, i.e. Safari, FireFox, and Chromium. Our goal is to understand Minerva’s bugfinding capability as well as how it compares to other state-ofthe-art browser fuzzers. Our evaluation addresses the following
research questions:
• RQ1: How well does Minerva perform compared to other stateof-the-art browser fuzzers (Section 6.1)?
• RQ2: Does the API mod-ref graph effectively enable Minerva
to generate less-redundant test cases (Section 6.2)?

Fuzzer

Year

Focus

API Spec

API Relation

Domato
FreeDom
Favocado
Minerva

2017
2020
2021
2021

DOM APIs
DOM APIs
JS bindings
all APIs

hand-written
hand-written
automatic
automatic

hand-written
hand-written
type property
mod-ref analysis

Benchmarks. We target three common browsers: Safari, FireFox, and Chromium. Since Safari cannot be run in a Linux system,
we use WebKitGTK [43], a full-featured port of Safari’s rendering engine, as an alternative. The versions are WebKitGTK 2.32.3,
FireFox 95.0, and Chromium 94.0. For comparison, we use three
state-of-the-art browser fuzzers, i.e. Domato [44], FreeDom [53]
and Favocado [10] in our evaluation, see Table 1 for their features.
Note that all fuzzers used in our evaluation are generation-based
and do not need any initial seeds for fuzzing.
Metrics. We use three metrics to evaluate each fuzzer: edge
coverage, number of unique bugs, and average compactness of test
cases. To our knowledge, there is no metric to evaluate how invocations of a test case are relevant to each other, but it is important to
evaluate it to see if our mod-ref analysis is useful. Therefore, we define compactness of a test case as the proportion of memory-related
invocation pairs to all invocations pairs within a test case. Formally,
if a test case contains a sequence of 𝑛 invocations [𝐼 1, 𝐼 2, ..., 𝐼𝑛 ], then
the compactness is defined as
Í𝑛 Í𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑗=𝑖+1 𝑅(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
(1)
𝑛 ∗ (𝑛 − 1)/2
where 𝑅(𝑖, 𝑗) equals 1 if 𝐼𝑖 and 𝐼 𝑗 have a mod-ref relation during
runtime; otherwise, 𝑅(𝑖, 𝑗) equals to 0. The coverage and unique
bug metrics are widely used in fuzzing evaluation [9, 17, 21, 34, 53].
We use SanitizerCoverage (SanCov) [23] to collect edge coverage.
Note that we only collect coverage from rendering-related modules, i.e. libwebkit of WebKit, libxul of FireFox, and libblink
of Chromium, which are responsible for the main backend logic.
Other modules, e.g. networking libraries or JavaScript engines, are
no need to profiled since they are not our concerned. To get unique
bugs, the crashes that each fuzzer found are deduplicated by the
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Figure 6: The growth trend of edge coverage over 5 runs in 24 hours. Displayed are the median and the 95% confidence intervals.
root cause of ASan [38] report. Each browser is compiled into two
versions: one is instrumented by SanCov and ASan for collecting
edge coverage and crashes; another is instrumented by mod-ref
instrumentation for collecting each test case’s compactness.

6.1

Comparison with Existing Fuzzers

We compare Minerva to three state-of-the-art fuzzers in different
aspects to investigate its strength and weakness. For a fair compactness comparison, the number of lines for individual test cases
is limited to 1,000. This setting does not affect the results of edge
coverage and unique bug according to our experiments. Favocado
does not support FireFox, so we omit the experiment.
Edge Coverage. Figure 6 shows the coverage growth over time
of each fuzzer. The coverage trend is in line with other evaluation [53]. Minerva achieves higher coverage compared to others
in the same amount of time. On average, Minerva improves over
Domato, FreeDom and Favocado by 19.63%, 24.90% and 229.62%,
respectively. The reason why Minerva outperforms Domato and
FreeDom is that Minerva takes the API relations into consideration. On the one hand, the test case generated by Minerva is
semantically-correct and able to cover complete test surface. On
the other hand, with the help of its API interference graph, Minerva is capable of exploring deep logic between APIs. Although
Favocado also generates semantically-correct test cases, its typebased relations introduce redundant relations between APIs as we
discuss in Section 3. Besides, its conservative generation strategy
only choose a few interface objects in each test case, hindering the
fuzzer from state space exploration.
Average Compactness. The compactness of a test case is defined as the proportion of memory-related invocation pairs to all invocations pairs within a test case. A test case with high compactness
indicates that the invocations within it are highly API-dependent.
Table 2 shows compactness improvement of test cases generated by
each fuzzer. Favocado only invokes a few APIs in each of its test
case, so we exclude it in this table. For average improvement, we
run Mann-Whitney U Tests and the p-values are all <0.05, indicating
statistical significance. We can see that Minerva generates more
API-dependent invocations within a test case compared to Domato,
FreeDom. On average, Minerva outperforms Domato, FreeDom
by 39.18% and 68.67%, respectively. The reason of the improvement
is that Minerva leverages API interference relations to generate
highly-relevant invocations. Although other fuzzers are also aware
of API relations, they cannot capture implicit mod-ref relationships.
For example, Domato uses manually-labeled parameter relationships to identify that an API may share the same input with the
another. However, some mod-ref relationships can exist between
two APIs even though they are type-independent.

Table 2: Compactness improvement of Minerva compared
to other fuzzers over 5 runs in 24 hours.

Browser
WebKitGTK
FireFox
Chromium

min-impr
+40.09%
+12.22%
+31.31%

vs. Domato
avg-impr max-impr
+52.70%
+25.99%
+38.85%

+93.89%
+49.48%
+49.72%

min-impr
+41.61%
+63.39%
+16.65%

vs. FreeDom
avg-impr max-impr
+76.21%
+103.09%
+26.70%

+109.44%
+171.24%
+44.87%

Unique Bugs. We deduplicate each crash by its root cause reported by ASan. On FireFox and Chromium, all fuzzers did not
trigger any ASan-reported bug within 24 hours. Figure 7 is a Venn
diagram to demonstrate the overlapping relations among bugs
found by each fuzzer on WebKitGTK. Favocado is omitted because
it does not find any crashes in our experiments. We can see that all
but one of the unique bugs can be found by Minerva. Compared
to Domato, Minerva not only covers all the three unique bugs of
it, but also finds 6 more other unique bugs. Compared to FreeDom,
Minerva finds 6 other unique bugs.

Minerva

FreeDom

4
2

1

2

1

Domato
Figure 7: The overlapping relations of the unique bugs found
by each fuzzer on WebKitGTK in 24 hours.
Answer for RQ1. Minerva achieves higher coverage as well as
higher test case compactness compared to existing browser fuzzers.
This means that Minerva can test browser APIs both broadly and
deeply, and thus discovers more bugs than others.

6.2

Effectiveness of Redundancy Reduction

We compare different settings of Minerva to systematically understand how mod-ref relations impact fuzzing performance. We first
compare Minerva to the one without mod-ref guidance, namely
Minerva0 , to see if mod-ref relations really can make test cases
less redundant. Second, we compare two different graph building
strategies, i.e. visiting generated test cases or real-world websites,
to figure out which one is more suitable to learn API relations.
Moreover, we also investigate how the amount of API relations
impact fuzzing performance.
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Figure 8: The average compactness improvements of different
time settings compared to the non-relation guided Minerva.
Minervaℎ denotes a Minerva instance guided by h-hours
of building mod-ref relations.

Different Settings of Graph Building. We conduct experiments to understand the contribution of mod-ref relations to fuzzing.
Besides, we also investigate how the time of building graphs impacts Minerva’s effectiveness. In figure 8, we calculate the average
compactness improvements of different Minervaℎ compared to
Minerva0 . The superscript ℎ on Minervaℎ identifies that we use ℎ
hours to build mod-ref relations. For example, Minerva1 means that
we run the build graph process for 1 hour and then use Minerva
guided by this graph to generate test cases for our experiments.
Moreover, the superscript 0 means no graph building process is
executed, so the Minerva0 runs without any mod-ref guidance.
The Minerva8 is the fuzzer we use in Section 6.1.
We can see that all the graph-guided Minerva significantly improve the compactness of Minerva0 by 25.25% to 75.39%. This
result indicates that the mod-ref relations helps fuzzer generate test
cases with higher compactness. With those test cases that contain
the higher correlated invocations, the fuzzer is more likely to explore the unexpected states of browsers. Besides, as the time spent
in building graph grows, Minerva achieves higher compactness
of test cases. However, there is no significant difference between
Minerva8 and Minerva12 . This is because most of the relations
are found in the first 8 hours.
Moreover, we also investigate the overhead that the mod-ref relation guidance introduces to our fuzzer. On average, Minerva0 and
Minerva spend 0.070 and 0.099 seconds, respectively, in generating
a test case. The difference is negligible because browser’s execution
takes most of fuzzing time (roughly 0.1 to 10 executions/second).
Browser fuzzing suffers from low throughput [28], so all end-to-end
browser fuzzers focus on generating more meaningful test cases
rather than boosting the speed of test case generation. Hence, we
believe that the mod-ref relation guidance helps our fuzzer generate
less redundant test cases at negligible overhead.
Different Workload Types of Graph Building. To collect
workload inputs, we adopt two straight-forward approaches: visiting real-world websites or fuzzer-generated test cases. Here we
conduct experiments to investigate which type of workload input
can bring more mod-ref information. For automatically visiting realworld websites, we write a script to let the instrumented browser
visit Alexa top 500 websites [1] and randomly click the links of those
websites to jump to other web pages. For visiting generated test
cases, we use non-relation-guided Minerva to generate workloads.
Figure 9 shows the number growth of relations learned from
each type. Compare to real-world websites, the generated test cases
introduce much more API relation information. In the 12-hour
graph building process, visiting real-world websites brings 98691

800000
600000
learned from generated test cases
learned from real-world websites

400000
200000
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Figure 9: The number of mod-ref API pairs learned from
different workload input types over 12 hours on WebKitGTK.

mod-ref API pairs, which are much less than visiting generated test
cases does. This is because the APIs used by real-world websites are
not abundant: most of them are requesting resource from outsides,
setting styles to DOM elements or attaching event listeners to
elements. In contrast, visiting generated test cases can provide
more diverse APIs. Covering diverse APIs is important because
those browser APIs that are seldom used by website developers
could be meaningful to vulnerability discovery. For example, the
methods of FontFace are seldom used, because most websites do
not need to change font face during page loading. However, the
internal states of FontFace are complicated: once a font face is
changed, all elements that use this font are notified to repaint. Its
complexity makes it worthwhile to be covered. Minerva discovers a
heap-buffer-overflow vulnerability in the APIs related to FontFace
on Safari. We will provide a detailed case study for it in Section 6.3.
Impact of the Amount of Mod-Ref Relations. During 24hours of fuzzing, 99.94% mod-ref relations are used at least once,
showing that our guided input generation can thoroughly exploit
collected relations. Besides, according to Figure 8 and Figure 9,
Minerva’s effectiveness and the amount of relations have a positive
correlation. The fuzzer guided by the 12-hour analysis (777,268 relations) improves the ones guided by the 0.5-hour analysis (157,590
relations) and the 1-hour analysis (260,812 relations) by 24.40% and
14.64%, respectively.
Answer for RQ2. The API mod-ref relations are helpful to
reduce redundancy. Guided by more abundant mod-ref relations,
the fuzzer generates more compact test cases.

6.3

Discovering Unknown Browser Bugs

To evaluate the ability of Minerva in bug discovery, we intermittently run Minerva for finding bugs in three mainstream browsers
for a month. Table 3 shows a summary of all the bugs that Minerva
found in Safari (WebKit), FireFox and Chromium. In total, Minerva
found 35 bugs across diverse browser components, including Font,
Iframe, CoordinatedGraphics. 26 bugs have been confirmed out
of which 20 bugs have been fixed. Five of the bugs are assigned
CVEs and acknowledged by vendors because of their severe security consequences. Two of the CVEs are rated as high impact (8.8/10
CVSS score) by the National Vulnerability Database [42]. Since all
the browsers have been heavily tested for several years [13, 14],
we believe that the result shows that Minerva is able to discover
previously-unknown bugs in diverse components of browsers.
Case Study. Minerva identified a heap-buffer-overflow vulnerability (ID 16 in table 3), which may allow attackers to execute code
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Table 3: Previously unknown bugs detected by Minerva.
ID

Browser

Description

Component

status

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Safari (WebKit)
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
Chromium
FireFox
FireFox
FireFox
FireFox
FireFox
FireFox

null dereference
heap use after free
heap use after free
null dereference
null dereference
memory corruption
null dereference
null dereference
null dereference
null dereference
out of memory
null dereference
null dereference
null dereference
heap use after free
heap buffer overflow
null dereference
memory corruption
heap use after free
assertion failure
assertion failure
assertion failure
assertion failure
out of memory
assertion failure
assertion failure
assertion failure
assertion failure
assertion failure
assertion failure
assertion failure
assertion failure
assertion failure
out of memory
assertion failure

Touch
SVG
CoordinatedGraphics
Accessibility
CoordinatedGraphics
Font
Paint
Style
FrameView
Paint
ImageBuffer
Font
FrameLoader
Canvas
Iframe
Font
Audio
Paint
IndexedDB
Paint
Canvas
Notifications
WebRTC
Paint
Paint
Paint
CaptureFromElement
Mojo
Layout
Dom:Workers
SVG
Panning and Zooming
Panning and Zooming
Graphics:WebRender
Web Painting

fixed
CVE-2021-45482
CVE-2021-45483
fixed
fixed
fixed
confirmed
fixed
fixed
confirmed
CVE-2021-45481
fixed
fixed
reported
CVE-2021-30936
CVE-2021-30889
fixed
reported
fixed
fixed
reported
reported
reported
confirmed
fixed
fixed
confirmed
confirmed
reported
fixed
fixed
reported
reported
comfirmed
reported

Listing 1: CVE-2021-30889 on Safari detected by Minerva.
The code snippet triggers a heap buffer overflow when setting
the family variable of a FontFace object.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

< html >
< head >
< script >
function jsfuzzer () {
var svgvar00001 = document . getElementById ( " svgvar00001 " ) ;
var htmlvar00015 = document . getElementById ( " htmlvar00015 " ) ;
svgvar00001 . appendChild ( htmlvar00015 ) ;
var var00120 = htmlvar00015 . firstChild ;
htmlvar00015 . removeChild ( var00120 ) ;
var var00240 = document . fonts ;
var var00241 = new FontFace ( " foo " , null ) ;
var var00239 = var00240 . add ( var00241 ) ;
var00241 . family = " bar " ; // <- heap buffer overflow
}
</ script >
</ head >
< body onload = jsfuzzer () >
< svg id = " svgvar00001 " >
< font id = " htmlvar00015 " >
< font - face font - family = " monospace " >
</ font - face >
</ font >
</ svg >
</ body >
</ html >

remotely. Listing 1 shows a PoC code snippet generated by Minerva. The code snippet involves multiple interface objects, including SVGSVGElement (svgvar00001), FontFaceSet (htmlvar00015,
var00239 and var00240) and FontFace (var00120 and var00241).
The PoC first gets SVGSVGElement and FontFaceSet objects from
current document, and then appends and removes their child (Line
5-9). Next, it gets a FontFaceSet object from current document
and adds a new FontFace object to the set (Line 10-12). Finally, it

sets the family variable of the FontFace object to a string, leading
to a heap buffer overflow (Line 13). Although the setting statement
seems very simple and bug-free, its execution is very complicated.
Once a FontFace is changed, all elements that use this font are
notified to repaint. States of multiple internal render objects are accessed and modified during the execution, and a unchecked illegal
memory access leads to the overflow. Although a SVGSVGElement
object seems irrelevant to a FontFace object, APIs of the former
still interferes with that of the latter.
The implicit relations mentioned above can be captured by Minerva, and thus it is able to take little time to trigger the bug. Minerva discovers it within 14 hours. By contrast, we continuously
ran the three state-of-the-art fuzzers for 1 week and they did not
trigger this bug. This bug was assigned CVE-2021-30889 by Apple
Inc. with acknowledgement and has been fixed since Safari 15.1.
Answer for RQ3. Minerva discovers high-severity real-world
bugs in production-level browsers. The API mod-ref graph significantly improves the efficiency of bug detection.
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DISCUSSION

We now discuss limitations of Minerva and future directions for
testing browser APIs.
Overhead of Instrumentation. Instrumenting load and store
instructions for tracing memory access brings considerable overhead. Although we have mitigated the overhead, the instrumented
browser is, on average, 3x slower than the non-instrumented version. However, Minerva unnecessarily traces every execution if
there are no newly-discovered relations. Minerva adopts an offline
analysis and thus the overhead is acceptable: once a graph is built,
Minerva switches to ASan-instrumented browsers for vulnerability
detection. We plan to further eliminate unnecessary instrumentation points and support online analysis in the future.
Over- and Under-Approximation of API Relations. Our dynamic approach for building API dependence graphs is unlikely to
result in over-approximation. The only situation Minerva cannot
deal with is if a memory address is freed and reallocated for another
usage. In this case, our analysis will determine that the API modifying the former memory address interferes with the one that uses the
latter memory address. Note that this situation rarely happens in
practice. This limitation is shared with most dynamic bug detection
tools, e.g. ASan [38]. We mitigate it by not only comparing memory
address, but also considering the operation size of load and store
instructions. Besides, our instrumentation only traces the memory
objects that can be shared between APIs. Local memory objects are
thus excluded.
Under-approximation, i.e. missing relations, may reduce the
chance of testing some APIs during fuzzing campaigns of Minerva. We investigate the coverage difference between Minerva
and Domato to see if there are missed relations. As Table 4 shows,
about 3% to 4% edges are covered by Domato while not covered by
Minerva. However, the learned relations brings significant extra
coverage (∼ 20%), showing that Minerva deeply explores the API
relations even though it overlooks a very small part of them.
Imprecise Information of API Description. From our observation, though API descriptions provide a way to generate
semantically-correct test cases, its imprecise type property could
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Table 4: Difference set of Minerva coverage set (M) and
Domato coverage set (D). Each coverage set is the union of
five-time 24-hour results.

WebKitGTK
FireFox
Chromium

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑀−𝐷

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝐷−𝑀

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑀

𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝐷

60369 (19.57%)
85875 (22.25%)
115751 (21.82%)

12457 (4.04%)
12895 (3.34%)
20824 (3.93%)

308460
385935
530422

260548
312955
435495

prevent fuzzers from digging into deep logic. For example, the
setAttribute(<DOMString>,<DOMString>) only shows that it
accepts two string variables as arguments, however, the magic
string of each parameter could lead to totally different handle logic.
We mitigate it by reusing labeled attribute information from Domato. Recently, SyzGen [8] recovers interfaces of close-source
MacOS Drivers by iterative refinement of syscall knowledge. We
plan to integrate the refinement strategy in the future.
Relations across Multiple API Invocations. Our approach
currently focuses on the relation between two APIs. However, interAPI relations could be more complex, e.g., an API can interfere with
the other one only if an intermediate API is invoked. Such conditional relations are challenging to model. We note that this case
is rare in browsers and only a few APIs, e.g., Node.appendChild,
may play such an intermediate role. These intermediate APIs are
naturally prioritized at our selection stages since they access a large
amount of shared data for changing the browser’s state. Thus, our
approach implicitly handles such complex relations. We plan to use
a n-gram model to further reveal multiple inter-API relations.
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RELATED WORK

Generic Fuzzing. Fuzzing has been proven to be a practical technique on bug detection. To enhence fuzzing effectiveness, a large
number of security researchers proposed optimizations from different angles, e.g. boosting coverage tracing [49, 50, 55], improving
seed selection strategy [5, 18, 33] or mutation strategy [6, 26], leveraging taint analysis [7, 12, 22] or symbolic execution [32, 40, 54].
A common limitation of these fuzzers is the lack of ability to
handle highly-structured inputs. To meet this end, some extensions [4, 39, 48] are proposed to leverage context-free grammar
to assist their tree-based mutation. However, none of them can
be directly applied to browser API fuzzing because they focus on
syntactic correctness while lack support for semantic validity.
Browser Fuzzing. The most relevant works are DOM fuzzers [35,
36, 44, 53]. Domato [44], the most successful industrial DOM fuzzer,
leverages hand-written grammar and semantics to generate DOM
API invocations. FreeDom [53] classifies APIs into various fuzzing
operations based on their functionalities and designs several generation and mutation strategies for maintaining context information. Favocado [10], on the other hand, focuses on fuzzing binding
code. Different from them, Minerva automatically builds API relations for API-dependent invocation generation while others only
consider a small amount of selected API relations. In addition, fuzzing
JavaScript engine has become an active research area recently and
many techniques are proposed to preserve semantic validity during

their mutation [16, 17, 31]. These works are orthogonal to Minerva
since they aim at different fuzzing targets.
Interface Analysis for Fuzzing. Several static interface analysis techniques [8, 20, 30] are proposed to enhance fuzzing effectiveness from different angles. FuzzGen [20] statically analyzes data
dependence of test cases for fuzz driver synthesis. SyzGen [8] recovers interfaces of close-source MacOS Drivers by iterative refinement
of syscall knowledge. Moonshine [30] leverage static analysis for
detecting dependencies across syscalls. Different from them, Minerva focuses on identifying interference relations between browser
APIs through a novel dynamic mod-ref analysis. Currently, no offthe-shelf technique can meet this end. The static approaches are
unlikely precise due to the complexity of browsers. For example, JIT
may prevent static analysis from digging into back end logic. By contrast, Minerva can analyze the internal states of the browsers during
every browser API invocation, producing more accurate relations.
Some OS kernel fuzzers [41, 52] also rely on dynamic interface analysis for search space reduction. For example, Healer [41]
analyzes coverage impact of each syscall-pair for its generation.
Krace [52] leverages thread interleaving behaviors as alias coverage to guide its generation. However, none of these fuzzers can be
applied to browser fuzzing because of the non-deterministic behaviors
of browsers. The state of OS kernels is quite stable when executing
each syscall, i.e. only a specific module is activated and all behaviors are input-related; while a browser has multiple processes and
each spawns many background threads that concurrently deal with
input-unrelated tasks, e.g. communication to other processes or
resource requests from the network. As a result, the coverage and
control flow could differ in browsers even when the same invocation is executed, rendering their interface analysis ineffective, no
matter for syscall coverage impact or thread interleaving behaviors.
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CONCLUSION

Minerva is an efficient browser fuzzer for browser API bug detection. Our key idea is to leverage API interference relations to reduce
redundancy and improve coverage. Our fuzzer consists of two modules: dynamic mod-ref analysis for building API interference relations and guided code generation for synthesizing high-relevant test
cases. We evaluate its performance on three mainstream browsers,
i.e. Safari, FireFox, and Chromium. Compared to state-of-the-art
fuzzers such as Domato, FreeDom, or Favocado, Minerva improves edge coverage by 19.63%, 24.90% and 229.62% on average,
respectively. Furthermore, Minerva finds 2x to 3x more unique
bugs compared to other fuzzers. In addition, Minerva has discovered 35 previously-unknown bugs; 20 have been fixed with 5 CVEs
assigned and acknowledged by vendors so far.
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